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Abstract: Large in-memory data structures have a significant application in the fields of graphics, gaming, military and all the possible areas where Big Data can be employed. Their fame in the area of science and technology is attributable to fast in-memory access by the processor as compared to on-disk data structures. These enormous data structures can be accessed still fast and efficiently through parallel computing. For employing highly parallel computations, equally parallel algorithms are required. One of the most desirable attributes of such algorithms is their ability to control concurrency and avoid any deadlocks while being time and energy efficient. This paper presents a multi-version optimistic concurrency control algorithm based on timestamping. This algorithm is lock free and is tested on 64 simulated CPU cores on a multi core simulator. The algorithm is a Software Transactional Memory approach employing 16, 32, 40 and 50 threads in different tests running on the simulator. Half of the threads are doing reading and half are doing writing operation in each case while accessing an in-memory dynamic array. Being lock free and employing lazy timestamp calculations, this approach is better than other existing concurrency control approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Parallelism of transactions or threads is important for faster access of enormously large files and data structures. But with such large parallelism, there is a necessity of effective parallelism and concurrency control. A lot of work is being done in this direction. Some of it covers locking mechanisms, barriers, time stamping, optimistic and multi version concurrency control and Transactional Memory approach.

[1] explains the basic concurrency control techniques like locks, timestamping, optimistic and multi version concurrency control. There are several famous in-memory multi version concurrency control schemes like Hekaton[2], Hyper[3], Bohm[4], Deuteronomy[5] and ERMIA[6]. MOCC[7], Cicada[8] are some of the recent multi-version optimistic concurrency techniques. TicToC[9], is a multi version optimistic and timestamp ordering scheme. Whatever may be the technique, locks are used in some or the others phases in order to achieve concurrency control. [10-15] shows software transactional memory approach wherein locks are employed in the validation phase.

It is seen that locking is the inherent technique of all the concurrency control mechanisms. But locking has its disadvantages. The most obvious one is that, it limits the concurrency by allowing just one thread to enter the critical section at a time leading to the possibility of a deadlock.

Not just the use of locks, but scalability of these techniques with increasing number of threads or transactions is also a matter of concern. In [15] authors have proposed a novel software transactional memory approach for NUMA architectures. Here, the authors have obtained throughput by running various TM algorithms, namely, TL2[16], SwissTM[17], TinySTM[18], RingSTM [19] and NOrec[20] on a 64 cores AMD commercially available server but have observed no improvement in throughput as the number of threads increase beyond 15.

In this paper, the authors have developed a multi version optimistic concurrency control technique based on Software Transactional Memory approach and timestamping. This technique is an extension of the optimistic concurrency control technique based on Software Transactional Memory and timestamping for in-memory data structures in multi core systems developed by the authors of this paper[21]. The technique possess following attributes:

1. Being lock free, it provides better concurrency among executing threads and avoids deadlocks.
2. As it is a Software Transactional Memory approach, it follows all the three attributes of transactions in in-memory systems namely Atomicity, Consistency and Isolation.
3. The timestamping mechanism used here is not centralized. Each transaction as it enters the system, gets its own timestamp by calling a procedure. Each valid writing transaction calculates its commit timestamp by the read timestamp of the element in its write set. This eliminates the possibility of any bottlenecks arriving due to centralized
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timestamp manager.
4. Also as the commit timestamp of each transaction is calculated only at the time of final write operation this allows for maximum transactions to perform write operation in their private sets.
5. The multi version attribute of this algorithm allows writing the multiple versions of the same element in a dynamically growing data structure by the valid transactions and allowing their access by other transactions.

II. MULTIVERION-PULSATIG-STM

Multi-Version-PulsatingSTM is an extension of the PulsatingSTM algorithm[21] already developed by the authors of this paper. It is an optimistic concurrency control algorithm based on Software Transactional Memory approach and timestamping. Multi-versioning and having distinct reading and writing transactions are the extensions employed in the algorithm where each valid writing transaction is allowed to write a separate version of the same element on the original data structure and a valid reading transaction is used to read and change the read timestamp of the element in the original data structure.

Multi-Version-PulsatingSTM has the same three phases namely Read Phase, Validation Phase and Write Phase as the PulsatingSTM:

A. Read Phase

The Read Phase of the algorithm has the following steps:

• Each transaction with an even ID, is a writing transaction. It first copies an element from the data structure in its write set and does the update there. Then it copies the same element in its read set. Transactions with an odd ID are reading transactions and they simply copy the elements in their read set.

• Both type of transactions note down the read and write timestamps of the element in their read/write sets.

• They set the pointer to the location of the element in the original data structure.

B. Validation Phase

After all the transactions have read the elements in their read/write sets, depending upon the operation, the validation phase arrives. In the validation phase two major things happen:

• It is decided using the following steps whether or not the transaction is a valid transaction.

• For the valid writing transactions the commit timestamp is calculated.

• For the valid reading transactions, the read timestamp of the elements read is modified to the transaction’s timestamp.

Validation Phase has the following steps:

1. If any one of the following conditions holds, then the transaction is not a valid transaction and it has to rollback and abort. For such transactions commit timestamp is not generated.

• The read timestamp and the write timestamp of the element in the transaction’s read set are equal.

• The read timestamp and the write timestamp of the element in the transaction’s read set are having a difference of 1 unit.

• The write timestamp is greater than the read timestamp in the read set.

2. If none of the above conditions hold then the transaction is a valid transaction and commit timestamp for the valid writing transaction is computed as below in point 3. However, if it is a valid reading transaction then the read timestamp of the element read in its read set is set to the timestamp of this transaction.

3. The valid writing transaction’s timestamp is compared with the read and write timestamp of the element in its read set and checked whether or not it is in between the read and read timestamp of the element.

4. If the transaction’s timestamp is not in between the read and write timestamp of the element in the read set then it is altered to satisfy the constraint.

5. Now the commit timestamp is finally computed by making the altered timestamp from point 4 greater than the read timestamp of the element in the write set of the transaction.

C. Write Phase

Once the transaction is decided to be a valid writing transaction with a commit timestamp, then its write set is written on the original data structure. If there are multiple valid transactions then each transaction is allowed to write a separate version on the original data structure. In case the valid transaction is a reading transaction, then its read set is copied to the original data structure.

III. DESIGN ELEMENTS OF MULTI-VERSION-PULSATIGSTM

Multi-Version-PulsatingSTM has the following design elements:

1. A dynamic one dimensional array as global data structure to be accessed by all the transactions.

2. Each element in the array has some metadata that is comprised of read and write timestamp, a data value and a pointer to the element in the original data structure. The read timestamp is the timestamp of the valid reading transaction that has recently read that element and write timestamp is the commit timestamp of the valid writing transaction that has currently updated that element. The metadata is tabularized in [21].

3. Each writing transaction has a private read and write set. Each reading transaction just has a private read set.

4. Whenever a transaction has to perform the read operation on some element, it copies that element in its read set, notes down its read and write timestamps and the data value, makes the pointer point to the original element in the data structure.

5. Whenever a transaction has to perform the write operation on some element, it copies that element in its write set, does the update or writing operation on the data value, notes down the read and write timestamp of the element and, makes the pointer point to the original element in the data structure.
Algorithm 1 demonstrates the Transaction Begin, Read Phase, Validation Phase and Write Phase of this algorithm.

**Algorithm 1 Multi-Version-PulsatingSTM algorithm**

1: procedure BeginTX
2:   timestamp ← autoinc()
3:   ID ← omp_get_thread_num()
4: end procedure
5: procedure ReadTX
6:   if ID % 2==0 do
7:     p ← write(tranwrite, (arr+0),0,p,timestamp)
8:     s ← read(tranread,(arr+0),0,timestamp)
9: else
10:    s ← read(tranread,(arr+0),0,s,timestamp)
11: end procedure
12: procedure ValidateTX
13:   k ← 0
14: if tranread[k].rtime := tranread[k].wtime AND tranread[k].rtime – tranread[k].wtime != 1 AND tranread[k].wtime < tranread[k].rtime do
16:   while k<p do
17:     while timestamp<=tranread[k].wtime OR timestamp>tranread[k].rtime do
18:       timestamp++; ind
19:     elseif timestamp<tranread[k].wtime do
20:       timestamp--; ind
22:   end if
23: end while
24:   k ← k+1
25: end while
26: end if
27: k ← 0
28: while k<p do
29:   if timestamp >tranread[k].wtime AND timestamp>tranread[k].rtime do
30:     flag ← 1;
31:     else
32:       flag ← 0; break;
33:     end if
34:   k ← k+1
35: end while
36: if flag == 0 do
37:   Transaction has read invalid version and has to rollback
38: for j ← 0, j<p do
39:   if tranread[k].point==tranwrite[j].point do
40:     for l ← 0, l<p-1 do
41:       tranwrite[j] ← tranwrite[j++];
42:     l ← l+1
43:     end for
44:   p ← p-1; break
45: end if
46: j ← j+1
47: end for
48: else do
49:   Transaction has read a valid version

50: k ← 0
51: if p > 0 do Transaction is a writing transaction
52: while k < p do
53:   if timestamp < tranwrite[k].rtime do
54:     timestamp ← tranwrite[k].rtime
55: end if
56: k ← k+1
57: end while
58: if k == p do
59:     timestamp ← timestamp + 1
60: end if
61: commit timestamp is timestamp
62: else Transaction is a reading transaction
63: for k=0 , k < s do
64:   tranread[k].rtime ← timestamp;
65:   *(tranread[k].point) ← tranread[k];
66:   k ← k+1
67: end for
68: end if
69: end if
70: end procedure
71: procedure WriteTX
72: for j=0 , j<p do
73:   tranwrite[j].wtime ← timestamp
74:   tranwrite[j].rtime ← timestamp
75:   count ← count+1; ind← count;
76: Dynamically incrementing the size of array arr by
ind
77: *(arr+(ind-1)) ← tranwrite[j];
78: j ← j+1
79: end for
80: end procedure

Here, count and arr are global variables. count is initialized to 1 and arr is the dynamic integer array. arr is the array in which the transactions are trying to access the elements concurrently for reading and writing. count is used to maintain the count of the versions written to arr. tranwrite, tranread, s, p, timestamp, ind, ID are the private variables of each transaction. tranwrite and tranread are the private write set and read set respectively of each transaction. s and p are the size of tranread and tranwrite respectively. timestamp is the private variable for holding unique timestamp of each transaction. ind is the private variable that is used to increment arr by for every new version created by a transaction. ID is the unique number allotted to every thread in the system.

Algorithms 2, 3 and 4 demonstrate the read( ) write( ) and autoinc( ) functions respectively used in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 2 Read operation algorithm
1: procedure read (struct element *TR, struct element *v, int i, int size, int timestamp)
2: TR[i] ← v;
3: size ← size + 1;
4: TR[i].rtime ← v->rtime;
5: TR[i].wtime ← v->wtime;
6: TR[i].point ← v;
7: return size;
8: end procedure

Algorithm 3 Write operation algorithm
1: procedure write (struct element *TW, struct element *v, int i, int size, int timestamp)
2: size ← size + 1;
3: TW[i] ← v;
4: update (TW[i].data);
5: TW[i].rtime ← v->rtime;
6: TW[i].wtime ← v->wtime;
7: TW[i].point ← v;
8: return size;
9: end procedure

Algorithm 4 autoinc algorithm
1: procedure autoinc
2: static int c ← 1;
3: c ← c + 1;
4: return c;
5: end procedure

In the algorithm 1, line number 1 to 3 is BeginTX procedure indicating the Beginning phase of the algorithm. During this time each parallel transaction is allotted a unique ID and a timestamp.

Line numbers 5 to 11 is ReadTX procedure which indicates the reading phase of the algorithm. During this phase, the transactions with even ID are supposed to perform both writing and reading operations by calling read() and write() functions respectively. However, transactions with odd ID are supposed to perform just reading operation by calling read() function only.

Line number 13 to 70 is ValidateTX procedure. The validation takes place in the way explained in sub-section B of section II above.

In number 51, while checking the value of p to be greater than 0, it is decided whether or not the transaction has a non-empty write set. If the write set of the transaction is non-empty, it is decided that it is a writing transaction which has written at least one element to its write set. However, if the write set is empty then it can be safely decided that the transaction is a reading transaction and therefore there is no element in its write set.

From line number 52 to 61, the commit timestamp of the writing transaction is calculated. From line number 63 to 66, reading transaction updates the read timestamp of the element in its read set to its own timestamp, and copies its readset to the original data structure.

Line number 71 to 80 is the WriteTX procedure. The valid writing transaction first updates the read and write timestamps of the elements in its writset and then writes the updated data value as a new version in the original data structure. For this it first dynamically increases the size of the data structure.

IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS

The above algorithms are implemented in OpenMP using C. They are tested on sniper-6.1[22] using the gainestown configuration.

The gainestown configuration has the following settings:
- Core frequency—2.66 GHz
- Number of cores sharing L3 cache—4
- Data access time by L3 cache – 30 cycles
- Network memory model --- bus
- Bus bandwidth – 25.6 GB/s (12.8 GB/s per direction and per connected chip pair)

Local traffic has been ignored because the memory controllers are on chip. Authors have executed and tested the OpenMP C code for Multi-Version-PulsatingSTM on 64 simulated cores employing 16, 32, 40 and 50 threads consecutively. The average Cycles Per Instruction (CPI) graphs obtained are shown below in Fig. 1-4. These graphs are plotted with time in microseconds on X-axis versus CPI percentage on y-axis. The spikes in the graphs are representing read phase and the heap towards the right side is representing validation and the write phases.

**Fig. 1. Average CPI graph for the algorithm running 16 threads on 64 simulated cores**

Fig. 1 shows the result of running the proposed algorithm on 64 simulated CPU cores employing 16 threads. The read phase is spiking up at 232 microseconds. The validation and the write phase starts from 466 microseconds till 527 microseconds and cover around 61 microseconds of the graph. In terms of CPI percentage, read phase occupy 25% of CPI and validation and write phase also occupy maximum 25% CPI. The total time spend in running this algorithm is 526.4 microseconds.

**Fig. 2. Average CPI graph for the algorithm running 32 threads on 64 simulated cores**

In the algorithm 1, line number 1 to 3 is BeginTX procedure indicating the Beginning phase of the algorithm. During this time each parallel transaction is allotted a unique ID and a timestamp.

Line numbers 5 to 11 is ReadTX procedure which indicates the reading phase of the algorithm. During this phase, the transactions with even ID are supposed to perform both writing and reading operations by calling read() and write() functions respectively. However, transactions with odd ID are supposed to perform just reading operation by calling read() function only.

Line number 13 to 70 is ValidateTX procedure. The validation takes place in the way explained in sub-section B of section II above.

In number 51, while checking the value of p to be greater than 0, it is decided whether or not the transaction has a non-empty write set. If the write set of the transaction is non-empty, it is decided that it is a writing transaction which has written at least one element to its write set. However, if the write set is empty then it can be safely decided that the transaction is a reading transaction and therefore there is no element in its write set.

From line number 52 to 61, the commit timestamp of the writing transaction is calculated. From line number 63 to 66, reading transaction updates the read timestamp of the element in its read set to its own timestamp, and copies its readset to the original data structure.

Line number 71 to 80 is the WriteTX procedure. The valid writing transaction first updates the read and write timestamps of the elements in its writset and then writes the updated data value as a new version in the original data structure. For this it first dynamically increases the size of the data structure.

**IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS**

The above algorithms are implemented in OpenMP using C. They are tested on sniper-6.1[22] using the gainestown configuration.

The gainestown configuration has the following settings:
- Core frequency—2.66 GHz
- Number of cores sharing L3 cache—4
- Data access time by L3 cache – 30 cycles
- Network memory model --- bus
- Bus bandwidth – 25.6 GB/s (12.8 GB/s per direction and per connected chip pair)

Local traffic has been ignored because the memory controllers are on chip. Authors have executed and tested the OpenMP C code for Multi-Version-PulsatingSTM on 64 simulated cores employing 16, 32, 40 and 50 threads consecutively. The average Cycles Per Instruction (CPI) graphs obtained are shown below in Fig. 1-4. These graphs are plotted with time in microseconds on X-axis versus CPI percentage on y-axis. The spikes in the graphs are representing read phase and the heap towards the right side is representing validation and the write phases.

**Fig. 1. Average CPI graph for the algorithm running 16 threads on 64 simulated cores**

Fig. 1 shows the result of running the proposed algorithm on 64 simulated CPU cores employing 16 threads. The read phase is spiking up at 232 microseconds. The validation and the write phase starts from 466 microseconds till 527 microseconds and cover around 61 microseconds of the graph. In terms of CPI percentage, read phase occupy 25% of CPI and validation and write phase also occupy maximum 25% CPI. The total time spend in running this algorithm is 526.4 microseconds.

**Fig. 2. Average CPI graph for the algorithm running 32 threads on 64 simulated cores**

In the algorithm 1, line number 1 to 3 is BeginTX procedure indicating the Beginning phase of the algorithm. During this time each parallel transaction is allotted a unique ID and a timestamp.

Line numbers 5 to 11 is ReadTX procedure which indicates the reading phase of the algorithm. During this phase, the transactions with even ID are supposed to perform both writing and reading operations by calling read() and write() functions respectively. However, transactions with odd ID are supposed to perform just reading operation by calling read() function only.

Line number 13 to 70 is ValidateTX procedure. The validation takes place in the way explained in sub-section B of section II above.

In number 51, while checking the value of p to be greater than 0, it is decided whether or not the transaction has a non-empty write set. If the write set of the transaction is non-empty, it is decided that it is a writing transaction which has written at least one element to its write set. However, if the write set is empty then it can be safely decided that the transaction is a reading transaction and therefore there is no element in its write set.

From line number 52 to 61, the commit timestamp of the writing transaction is calculated. From line number 63 to 66, reading transaction updates the read timestamp of the element in its read set to its own timestamp, and copies its readset to the original data structure.
Fig. 2 shows the result of running the proposed algorithm on 64 simulated CPU cores employing 32 threads. The read phase is spiking up at 232 microseconds and covers around 45% CPI. The validation and write phase also cover maximum 45% CPI. They start from 750 microseconds till 836 microseconds and cover around 86 microseconds of the graph. The total time occupied in running this algorithm is 836 microseconds.

Fig. 3 shows the result of running the proposed algorithm on 64 simulated CPU cores employing 40 threads. The read phase is spiking up at 232 microseconds and occupies 50% CPI. The validation and write phase starts at 875 microseconds and stretch upto 990 microseconds, covering 115 microseconds. Also the maximum CPI percentage of these two phases is 62%. The total time taken in running this algorithm is 989.7 microseconds.

Fig. 4 shows the result of running the proposed algorithm on 64 simulated CPU cores employing 50 threads. The total time taken by this algorithm is 1.178 milliseconds. The read phase spikes up at 240 microseconds and consumes 72% CPI. The validation and write phase starts at 1.048 milliseconds and stretches up at 240 microseconds and consumes 72% CPI. The validation and write phase also cover around 86 microseconds of the graph. The total time occupied in running this algorithm is 1.178 milliseconds. The read phase is spiking up at 232 microseconds and covers around 990 microseconds, covering 115 microseconds. Also the maximum CPI percentage of these two phases is 62%. The total time taken in running this algorithm is 989.7 microseconds.

Table-1: Parametric values from sniper for running Multi-Version-PulsatingSTM employing different number of threads on 64 cores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threads</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instructions</td>
<td>3.704</td>
<td>12.94</td>
<td>20.06</td>
<td>29.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycles</td>
<td>1.408</td>
<td>2.224</td>
<td>2.633</td>
<td>3.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>526.4μs</td>
<td>836μs</td>
<td>989.7μs</td>
<td>1.178ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch MPKI</td>
<td>2.058</td>
<td>1.337</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.781</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 shows the graph of throughput versus number of threads. It clearly shows that as the number of threads increase, throughput also increases.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Multi-Version-PulsatingSTM is an extension of PulsatingSTM algorithm[21] that is developed by the authors of this work. The extension is based upon employing half of the transactions doing reading operation while half doing writing operation concurrently on a shared in-memory data structure, and the valid writing transactions are writing the updated data element as a different version on the shared data structure. The concurrency among the transactions is controlled by a novel Software Transactional Memory based optimistic concurrency control technique employing timestamping.

The throughput of the algorithm is found to be improving with the increasing number of threads. As it is a lock-free approach it is undoubtedly better than many lock based STM algorithms in literature.

The authors propose to employ this algorithm as a means to perform parallel sorting in an enormously large size data structure. Also, the authors propose to modify this algorithm to work on other data structures like tree and linked list.
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